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Address Nanjing fortune-lit Co.,ltd 
Sheng’an Street, Binjiang Economic&Technological 
Development Zone, Jiangning District, 
Nanjing, 211178 Jiangsu

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
(1) Glass further process 
All kinds of constructive flat and bent Tempered Glass, flat and bent Laminated Glass, , Insulating Glass, Silkscreen Glass, Bulletproof Glass and
Fireproof Glass; all kinds of furniture glass; all kinds of special use glass and so on. 
(2) Solar glass 
In 2006, we started producing & supplying photovoltaic glass for solar panel manufacturers. At the end of 2006, we introduced wet naromaterial
coating technology (internationally advanced, only a few international corporations are using it all over the world) which can enhance the glass
transmittance by 4%-6%.

"Technology oriented, quality first and continuous innovation “is our long-lasting and invariable purpose. In the process of growth and development, our
company continuously exchanges ideas and cooperates with many domestic research institutes, together with our professional technicians to
research, design and test for ensuring the rationality and stability of our products´ performance. Thanks to the outstanding quality, reasonable price
and good after-sale service, all kinds of products we supply have been getting a widespread praise from our global clients. 
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